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We establish a method for exploring the dynamics of molecular quantum-dot cellular automata
�QCA� devices by hierarchically combining the techniques of quantum chemistry with the
nonequilibrium time-dependent coherence vector formalism. Single QCA molecules are
characterized using ab initio quantum chemistry methods. We show how to construct a simple
model Hamiltonian for each QCA cell based on parameters extracted from the ab initio calculation.
The model Hamiltonian captures well the relevant switching behavior and can then be used to
calculate the time-dependent coherence vector, including thermal and nonequilibrium behavior. This
enables us to explore dynamic behavior and power dissipation for various QCA devices and
circuits. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2767382�

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum-dot cellular automata �QCA� provides an alter-
native paradigm1 for the design of molecular electronics. In
the QCA approach, binary information is stored in the charge
configuration of single cells and transferred via Coulomb
coupling between neighboring cells. Decreased resistive
heating makes possible extremely high device densities with-
out dissipating catastrophic amounts of energy.2 The opera-
tional principles of QCA devices have been extensively stud-
ied both theoretically3 and experimentally.4,5

The theory of QCA devices and circuits has seen consid-
erable development over the past decade.6–8 Figure 1 sche-
matically shows three charge configurations of a six-dot cell
which correspond to logic states. The two polarized charge
configurations of P=1 and P=−1 represent binaries “1” and
“0,” respectively. The electrons can be pulled into the null
state �P=0� by reducing the occupation energy of central
dots, which can be implemented by changing the clocking
potential applied to the central dots. Cell configurations for
binary wire, inverter, and the basic logic elements of the
QCA architecture7 are shown in Fig. 2. Clocking provides a
means for controlling the flow of information through large
arrays composed of these fundamental QCA elements.
Clocked switching involves pulling the electrons from a po-
larized state into a null state and pushing the electrons out of
the null state and into a new polarized state. Landauer and
Keyes9 proposed this method of quasiadiabatic switching
which has been adapted for use in six-dot cells. Adiabatic
clocking maintains the cell arbitrarily close to its ground
state throughout the switching process, so the adiabatic theo-
rem guarantees that if the switching is performed gradually
enough it can be accomplished with an arbitrarily small
amount of energy dissipation, as has been demonstrated in
our recent studies.10

When QCA cells downsize to the molecular scale, each
cell becomes a single molecule. The bistable charge configu-

ration of QCA cells can be provided by the localized states of
the mix-valence complexes.11 Several candidate QCA mol-
ecules have been synthesized and characterized.12,13 These
candidate molecules have shown switching behavior under
an external field, which satisfies the basic requirement of
QCA cells. Quantum chemistry ab initio techniques have
also been employed to study the electronic structure of can-
didate molecules.14,15 These calculations confirm the bistable
charge configuration and possibility of information process
via the intermolecular Coulomb interaction.

Because QCA devices transfer information through Cou-
lomb interactions, the understanding of molecular interaction
is of crucial importance to understand the dynamics of QCA
circuits. Although electron transfer �ET� of thermal excita-
tion and optical excitation has been thoroughly explored both
experimentally16 and theoretically,17,18 the study of Coulomb
interaction–induced ET is rare. Recent studies19,20 of self-
assembled monolayers �SAMs� of mixed-valence complexes
show that when the mole fraction of electroactive groups is
high, the effect of intermolecular interaction on the ET rate
constant is non-negligible, which suggests that further inves-
tigation of molecular interaction–induced ET is necessary for
future molecular electronics. Furthermore, from the point
view of “bottom-up” design of nanoelectronics, it requires a
natural development of a theory to understand the circuit
dynamics based on the structure of the individual device “at
the bottom.”

The development of quantum chemistry in the past half
century provides a rather reliable technique to explore the
electronic structure of single molecules.21 However, the dy-
namical study of QCA devices, which may involve a large
number of molecules, requires more subtle techniques to
simplify the calculation—ab initio calculation for many
complex molecules is not feasible. The number of the basis
functions required increases quickly with the number of mol-
ecules. Moreover for an open system in contact with a heat
bath such as a QCA device attached to a substrate, a pure
state wave function is not enough to describe the physics of
the system because the system is usually in a mixed state. Aa�Electronic mail: lent@nd.edu
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more general density matrix approach is needed to describe
the open system.

Our strategy is to conduct a high level ab initio calcula-
tion on the single molecule and construct a simple model
Hamiltonian to describe the molecular switching behavior.
We then apply the coherence vector formalism22–24 to solve
the dynamic problem. With a model Hamiltonian constructed
from state-of-the-art ab initio calculation, we calculate the
coherence vector of each molecule, from which we can ob-
tain the dynamic behavior of various QCA devices and cir-
cuits. In this work, we combine the quantum chemistry ab
initio technique and coherence vector formalism to investi-
gate two model QCA molecules: 1,5,9-decatriene cation
�molecule 1� and 1,10,19-eicosatriene cation �molecule 2�.
Both molecules have three CvC double bonds, acting as
three quantum dots. We compare these two molecules be-
cause they have the same redox centers but different struc-
tures which lead to different switching behaviors. More com-
plex �and realistic� molecules with metal redox centers await
future work.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II we present a brief description of the coherence vector
formalism. In Sec. III, we calculate the switching behavior of
single molecules and construct model Hamiltonians for mol-
ecules 1 and 2. The dynamic properties including switching
speed and energy dissipation are discussed in Sec. IV. Fi-
nally, a summary is given in Sec. V.

II. COHERENCE VECTOR FORMALISM

The details of the coherence vector formalism have been
discussed elsewhere.23–25 Here we only present a brief sum-
mary description for completeness.

The equation of the motion for the coherence vector, also
called the generalized Block vector, is given by

d

dt
� = � · � −

1

�
�� − �ss� , �1�

where � is the coherence vector of each cell which contains
all the real dynamic degrees of freedom of the density ma-
trix. � is given by:

�ik = �
j

f ijk� j . �2�

Here the f ijk are the structure constants and � is the vector
representation of Hamiltonian. � is constructed by projecting

Hamiltonian matrix Ĥ onto the generators �̂i of the group
SU�N�,22

�i =
Tr�Ĥ�̂i�

�
, �3�

N is the dimension of state space for a QCA cell; for the

three-dot molecules discussed here, N=3 and �̂ consists of
eight 3�3 matrices. A tabulation of the generators for SU�3�
is given in the appendix of Ref. 24.

Energy stored in the molecular configuration can be
transported to the substrate through the bonds which anchor
the molecule. A detailed description of this would require
knowledge of specific molecular vibrational modes as well
as substrate modes, and their coupling to the switching elec-
tronic states of each molecule. This coupling would depend
on the precise construction of the anchoring ligands. The
specifics of this process do not concern us here, and the net
effect of this energy relaxation pathway is included through
the relaxation time �. Note that energy transported from mol-
ecule to molecule is included through intermolecular field-
mediated coupling by direct calculation.

�ss in Eq. �1� is the associated time-dependent steady-
state coherence vector, which describes the instantaneous
thermal equilibrium state. The components of �ss are

�ss
�j� = Tr��̂ss�t��̂ j� , �4�

where j is an index through the vector components and their
corresponding generators. �̂ss�t� is the instantaneous thermal

FIG. 1. Schematic of the six site QCA cell. �a� When the occupation energy
of the middle dots is high, each electron is essentially localized to a single
dot and Coulombic repulsion causes the electrons to occupy antipodal sites
within the cell. The two resulting bistable states correspond to cell polariza-
tions of P= +1 and P=−1. These polarizations have bit values 1 and 0,
respectively. �b� When the occupation energy of the middle dots is low
enough to overcome the Coulombic repulsion of the electrons, the electrons
occupy the middle dots. This configuration is designated the “null” state
with P=0.

FIG. 2. Fundamental QCA devices. �a� This binary wire transmits data
between two points �when clocked it functions as a shift register�, �b� fanout
provides a method to split a data signal and send the same value to two
different destinations, �c� an inverter uses the Coulombic interaction of di-
agonally aligned cells to invert the input signal, and �d� the majority gate is
the fundamental logical element of the QCA architecture where the output is
the value corresponding to two or more of the three inputs.
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equilibrium density matrix for a time-dependent Hamil-
tonian,

�̂ss�t� =
e−H�t�/kBT

Tr�e−H�t�/kBT�
, �5�

from the above discussion we can see in the equation of
motion �1�, both � and �ss are uniquely determined by the

Hamiltonian matrix Ĥ. For the ab initio calculation, Ĥ is
calculated by choosing a set of basis functions, for example,
Gaussian functions. Typically a basis set of many hundreds
of states is required.15 This is why the high level ab initio
calculation for an entire multicell QCA circuit is extremely
time consuming, if not totally impossible. However, for a
three-state molecule used as a QCA cell, we are only inter-
ested in the three stable charge configurations representing
“0,” “1,” and “null” states, as discussed in Sec. I. Our strat-
egy is to conduct the state-of-the-art ab initio calculation on
the single QCA cells to determine the three energies corre-
sponding to the 0, 1, and null states, and construct a 3�3
model Hamiltonian with the three-state approximation,24,26

H = �E0 − e�d/2 − 	 0

− 	 E0 + Ec − 	

0 − 	 E0 + e�d/2
	 , �6�

where E0 is the on-site energy of each state, Ec is the energy
provided by the clock, which changes the potential of central
dot, thus controls the mobile electrons in and out of the cen-
tral dots. � is the switching field �from the neighboring mol-
ecules� and d and 	 are the effective distance and tunneling
energy between the central and edge dots. The ab initio cal-
culations on molecules 1 and 2 are used to extract parameters
d and 	 of the model Hamiltonian, which we can then use to
solve the equation of motion �1� to compute the dynamic
properties of the cell-cell interactions.

It is worth noting that the model Hamiltonian has two
zeroes. They correspond to the spatial separation between the
two edge dots. Since the only tunneling channel of the
clocked QCA molecule is through a central dot, there is no
direct interaction between two active states �see Sec. III�,
thus the two off-diagonal zeros which appear in the model
Hamiltonian are not surprising. The more detailed discussion
of the model Hamiltonian of a donor-bridge-acceptor com-
plex can be found in Ref. 26.

III. AB INITIO CALCULATION OF ELECTRONIC
STRUCTURE OF SINGLE-MOLECULE CELLS

First, we optimized the geometry of molecule 1, as
shown in Fig. 3�a�. Three stable charge configurations are
obtained by an ab initio calculation at Hartree-Fock level27

and a 6-31G basis set. All ab initio calculations of this work
have been done with GAUSSIAN 03.28 The three stable con-
figurations of 1, corresponding to the charge localization on
the different redox sites as shown by the electrostatic poten-
tial shown in Fig. 3�b�, can be used to represent binary in-
formation 0, 1, and null states. The switching of the molecule
can be realized by applying two electric fields. A vertical
clocking field determines whether the molecule is in the ac-
tive states or null state, while a horizontal field �from a

neighboring molecule� switches the molecule between 0 and
1 active states.

The switching field and clocking field magnitudes in our
calculations approximate those physically reasonable in such
a system. For simplicity we are here using a uniform switch-
ing field to mimic the effect of a neighboring molecule. Be-
low �see Figs. 7 and 9�, the actual nonuniform fields pro-
duced by one molecule will be used in calculating the
response on a neighboring molecule. The clocking field
would typically be applied using buried conductors with
sinusoidal clocking voltages applied to sweep the active re-
gion across the surface.29 Switching the state of QCA mol-
ecules using a buried conductor for a layer of two-dot cells
has been demonstrated experimentally using mixed-valence
compounds.12,30 In those experiments clocking fields as large
as a few V/nm were applied.

With the optimized geometry, we calculate the three
lowest-lying energy levels as a function of clocking field and
a switching field at a complete active space multiconfigura-
tion self-consistent field �CASSCF� level.31,32 The calculated
energy levels are shown in Fig. 4, from which we can see the
interaction between the ground state and low lying excited
states, which enables the switching of the mobile charge
from one site to another.

When the clocking field is zero, the null state is always
the ground state shown in Fig. 4�a�. Note that in Fig. 4�a�,
the lowest energy level corresponds to the null state accord-
ing to the electronic structure analysis. The first excited state
corresponds to 1 state under a negative switching field and 0
state under a positive field. By contrast, the second excited
state corresponds to 0 state under a negative switching field
and 1 state under a positive switching field. This is easy to
understand since under a uniform field, the potential of the
central dot remains zero so the energy of null state does not
change with the switching field, but the potential of the edge
dots changes linearly with the switching field so the energy
of 0 and 1 states varies linearly with the switching field.
Although two active states show adiabatic coupling, which is
demonstrated by the anticrossing behavior of two excited
states, they do not interact with the ground state. This ex-
plains why the switching field cannot switch the molecule
when the clocking field is zero.

FIG. 3. Molecular structure and three stable charge configurations of model
molecule 1. Three ethylene groups function as three quantum dots �a�. The
electrostatic isopotential surface for the three states obtained from ab initio
calculations is shown in �b�. The mobile charge can localize in three differ-
ent sites thus represent binary information “0,” “1,” and a “null” state.
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When a clocking field is turned on as shown in Fig. 4�b�,
the ground state starts to interact with the excited states.
From Fig. 4�b� we can see the clocking field increases the
energy of the null state and thus lowers the gap between the
null state and active states. The interactions among the low-
est energy levels provides strong coupling between the null
state and active states. Now the switching field from a nearby
molecule could switch the molecule to the appropriate active
state.

Finally, when the clocking field is strong enough, the
energy of the null state will be much higher than active
states, as shown in Fig. 4�c�. Although the ground state can
be the 0 or 1 state depending on the direction of the switch-
ing field, the coupling between two active states is extremely
small, as shown by the direct crossing of these two states.
This suggests that the mobile charge is locked at a given

active state and cannot switch to the other because the energy
barrier is too high, which provides the possibility for QCA to
be used as memory.7,8

Figure 4 also shows the switching behavior generated
from the model Hamiltonian �solid line�. Compared with the
time-consuming ab initio calculation �dot line�, diagonaliz-
ing the 3�3 model Hamiltonian is much more efficient,
while the results are in good agreement with the sophisti-
cated quantum chemistry calculation, which suggests that the
3�3 model Hamiltonian is a good approximation to de-
scribe the QCA cell. The fitted values of matrix elements of
molecule 1 are given by 	=0.15 eV and d=0.18 nm.

Molecule 1 gives a good example of clocking the cell
through a null dot. But from Fig. 4 one can see that the
clocking field required to lock may be rather high �10 V/nm
in this case�, which may be difficult to realize. This problem
can be solved by engineering the effective distance between
the null dot and the active dots, since the clocking energy
Ec=��, where � is the clocking field and � is the effective
distance between the central dot and edge dots. For a mol-
ecule with larger �, a smaller clocking field should be able to
control the switching. Molecule 2 �see Fig. 5� has the same
redox centers as molecule 1 but has a longer effective dis-
tance between the central dot and edge dots, so it is chosen
as the other model in this study. The longer arms in molecule
2 mean that a smaller clocking field is required to produce
the same energy difference between the active dots and the
null dot.

Figure 6 gives the switching behavior of molecule 2 un-
der a switching field and various clocking fields. We can see
since molecule 2 has a longer effective distance between the
central dot and edge dots, the clocking field required to turn
on the device is only about 0.5 V/nm, as shown in Fig. 6�b�,
and the “holding field” is about 2 V/nm, as shown in Fig.
6�c�, which is realizable. The clocking field in the experi-
mental demonstrations of candidate QCA molecules27 has
been in the range of a few V/nm. Again, the switching be-
havior calculated from model Hamiltonian �solid line� is

FIG. 4. Three lowest energy levels of molecule 1 under a switching field
and various clocking fields: �a� 0 V/nm, �b� 1.5 V/nm, and �c� 10 V/nm.
The switching behavior obtained from the fitted model Hamiltonian �solid
line� is in good agreement with the ab initio calculation at CASSSCF�5,6�
level �dots�. The energy of 0 and 1 states varies linearly with the switching
field, while the energy of null state remains unchanged with the switching
field.

FIG. 5. Molecular structure and three stable charge configurations of model
molecule 2. Three ethylene groups function as three quantum dots �a�. The
electrostatic isopotential surface for the three states obtained from ab initio
calculations is shown in �b�. The mobile charge can localize in three differ-
ent sites thus represent binary information 0, 1, and a null state.
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consistent with ab initio calculation �dot line�. The fitted val-
ues of matrix elements of molecule 1 are given by 	
=0.01 eV and d=0.54 nm.

The ab initio calculation also demonstrates that one mol-
ecule can switch its neighboring molecule when the clocking
field is turned “on.” Figure 7 presents the calculated molecu-
lar polarization, given by the molecular dipole moment of 2,
along the direction pointing from one edge dot to the other,
as a function of the clocking field, while the driver mol-
ecule’s polarization is fixed at +1 or −1. In this calculation, a
driver molecule is placed next to a target molecule, as shown
in the insert of Fig. 7, where the distance of two molecules is
set as 11 Å, equal to the distance of two edge dots of mol-
ecule 2, thus the four edge dots of two neighboring molecule
form a square, mimicking two QCA half cells.33 With the
driver set as fully polarized with the polarization +1 or −1,

we calculate the target molecule’s charge configuration in-
duced by the driver. When the clocking field is zero, the
target molecule’s polarization remains zero even though its
neighboring molecule is fully activated and polarized. The
result of Fig. 7 can be explained by Fig. 6. When the clock-
ing field is low, the ground state corresponding to null state,
thus the Coulomb interaction exerted by a neighboring mol-
ecule cannot induce an activated state. However, when the
clocking field is turned on, the “active” states and null state
start to interact with each other, as shown by Fig. 6. Figure 7
shows that the target molecule can be switched to the oppo-
site state by the driver molecule as the target molecule’s
polarization reaches +1 or −1 when the clocking field is
raised up. �The clocking field “actives” the molecule by driv-
ing the mobile charge out of the central dot and the driver
molecule switches or “polarizes” the target molecule to its
opposite state.�

IV. FROM STRUCTURE TO DYNAMICS

Once the model Hamiltonian is obtained for each QCA
cell, we project it onto the generators of SU�3� and convert
the Hamiltonian matrix into Hamiltonian vector.22 We then
solve the equation of motion �1� in the coherence vector
formalism, and through the coherence vector we will obtain
all the dynamic information of the QCA circuits. The details
of the method can be found in Refs. 24 and 25. We stress that
this technique handles both nonequilibrium and thermal ef-
fects. In this work, the relaxation time � of Eq. �1� is fixed at
0.35 ns for all simulations.

We calculate the dynamics of a simple circuit—a QCA
shift register including five cells, as shown in Fig. 8. In the
calculation, each QCA cell is composed of two model mol-
ecules 1, and the distance between two neighboring mol-
ecules is fixed at the same value as the two edge dot distance
within each molecule, such that every four neighboring edge
dots form a square. The model Hamiltonian of molecule 1

FIG. 6. Energy levels of 2 under a switching field and various clocking
fields: �a� 0 V/nm, �b� 0.5 V/nm, and �c� 2 V/nm. The switching behavior
obtained from the fitted model Hamiltonian �solid line� is in good agreement
with the ab initio calculation at CASSCF�5,6� level �dots�. The energy of 0
and 1 states varies linearly with the switching field, while the energy of null
state remains unchanged with the switching field.

FIG. 7. �Color� The polarization of 2 as a function of the clocking field,
while the driver’s polarizations are fixed at +1 �blue curve� and −1 �red
curve�, respectively. Because of the Coulomb repulsion, two neighboring
molecules have the opposite polarization.

FIG. 8. A QCA shift register composed of five cells numbered from 1 to 5.
The distance between neighboring cells equals to the distance between two
edge dots of the molecule. d=6.8 Å for molecule 1.
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obtained from ab initio calculation is applied for all five
molecules. For each cell, the electrostatic interactions with
all other cells �both the nearest neighbors and the farther
neighbors� are included. The coherence vectors of all cells
are computed and from which each cell’s polarization and
energy dissipation are calculated.

In our simulation, the clocking signal is provided by a
sine wave field propagating from the left to the right as a
function of time. An input signal is set by a driver cell, as
shown in Fig. 8. As the clocking signal reaches each cell and
turns it on, the Coulomb repulsion of its neighboring cell or
driver will switch the cell to the same state, thus the whole
system relaxes to its ground state. The more detailed discus-
sion of the clocking organization can be found in Ref. 34.

Figure 9 presents the polarization �the upper panel� and
energy dissipation �the lower panel� of each cell as a function
of time with the clocking frequency at 1 THz. The five
curves given in the upper panels represent the polarization of
each cell. As time goes by, the clocking signal reaches five
cells one by one, and the cells are switched to the same state
as the driver. Figure 9 records the switching behavior of each
cell in one clock period. Each cell starts with the zero polar-
ization �corresponding to the null state� and is polarized to 1
state as the clocking signal drives the mobile charge out of
the central dots and into the corresponding edge dots as de-
termined by the input signal. On the second half of the pe-
riod, the clocking signal lowers and the mobile charge tun-
nels back to the central dot so the polarization becomes zero
again.

Because we are calculating the evolution of the cell state
while it is in contact with the thermal environment, we can
assess energy dissipation in the shift register. Reference 24
does this analysis in greater depth but without the connection
to specific molecular properties; 	 in Ref. 24 is treated as a
parameter—here we calculate it from first principles. Each

cell in the chain moves through a complete cycle from the
null state to an active state, then back to the null state. In this
full cycle energy flows into the cell from the left neighbor
�acting as a driver�, out to the right neighbor, from the clock,
and to and from the thermal environment. The net energy
transfer to the environment, accounted for by Eqs. �1�, �4�,
and �5�, is the energy dissipated as heat. The lower panel
shows the energy dissipation of each cell as a function of
time. For the first four cells, the energy dissipated is lower
than kBT ln�2�, which is in consistent with Landauer’s
principle35 and the analysis of Ref. 24—there is no funda-
mental lower limit for energy dissipation if the bit is copied
from one cell to another. Only the last cell dissipates an
energy more than kBT ln�2�, which is understandable because
as the clocking signals lower at the end of the period, the last
cell experiences a nonreversible switching because a bit is
erased. We leave further application of this sort of calcula-
tion to fundamental questions of dissipation in logically re-
versible and irreversible molecular circuits to future work.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we describe a well-defined hierarchical
theory that connects the detailed molecular quantum chem-
istry to circuit-level behavior. The electronic structure of
single QCA cells and the coupling among the different bit
value states are explored by the quantum chemistry ab initio
technique. The switching physics of QCA cells can be under-
stood from the energy diagrams of the lowest-lying energy
levels involved in the switch. A simple 3�3 model Hamil-
tonian matrix constructed from first-principles calculation
captures very well the switching behavior. With the model
Hamiltonian, the circuit dynamics are computed by solving
the equation of motion using the coherence vector formal-
ism. This method includes the quantum nature of the tunnel-
ing and the coupling between the cell and the thermal envi-
ronment. It is a nonequilibrium, time-dependent, finite-
temperature theory. The model Hamiltonian provides a
bridge to understand the relations between the cell structure
and the circuit dynamics, which enables the design of mo-
lecular properties to achieve circuit performance.
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